1. If we were to have an extra day of finals would you rather...

- Have it on Dead Day
- Move graduation to Saturday and have Finals on Friday

1. If we were to have an extra day of finals would you rather...

441 responses

- Have it on Dead Day: 65.3%
- Move graduation to Saturday and have Finals on Friday: 29.7%
2. Would you be in favor of shortened final times from 120 minutes to 105 minutes?

- Yes
- No

442 responses

- Yes: 55.7%
- No: 44.3%
3. Would you be against other tests in the same room as you? (ex. You're taking a chemistry test next to others taking a differential equations test)

- Yes
- No

3. Would you be against other tests in the same room as you? (ex. You're taking a chemistry test next to others taking a differential equations test)

444 responses

Pie chart showing:
- Yes: 78.2%
- No: 21.8%
4. Would you be in favor of a test make-up slot earlier in finals week rather than both make-up slots the last day of finals?

☐ Yes

☐ No

4. Would you be in favor of a test make-up slot earlier in finals week rather than both make-up slots the last day of finals?

442 responses

- Yes: 87.3%
- No: 12.7%